Examples of Transfer Language for Box 14

Defense Finance and Accounting Service

There are three examples of valid transfer modification language to include in Box 14 of a modification.
Examples of Transfer Language for Box 14

Please reference 3 examples of possible transfer language that can be used in box 14 of transfer modifications below:

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION  (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

Modification Control Number: valenzue182621

The purpose of this unilateral and administrative modification is to correct the Payment Office office only. All terms and conditions remain unchanged.

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION  (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

Modification Control Number: icpdf01181584

The purpose of this Modification Includes the Following:

1) Section A: Block 12 of the SF26: Change Payment Office from HQ0337 to HQ0339.
2) Section B: Supplies or Services and Prices

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION  (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

Modification Control Number: psalwan181136

The purpose of this modification is to update the DCMA office from DCMA Manassas to DCMA Hartford and update the Pay Office from HQ0338 to HQ0337.